My Notes on Using Comm Ports in WinCE:

I have put together a couple of functions to use with com ports, I started with part of the demo program that came with my device which has 3 ports.
Mike Hennings code also had some influence on the final code.

The original demo program worked, but it was slow, reading 1 byte at a time and printing it to an edit box.

When I first tried this I had problems due to Ansi characters coming through the comm port and put into my Unicode string, so BE WARNED.

Things to do:
I have tested it with 2 ports so far.

These are the functions that wait for the incoming data and do your work.

FUNCTION COMMGPS_READ_THREAD( pVarg AS LPVOID)  AS DWORD
FUNCTION COMMH2O_READ_THREAD( pVarg AS LPVOID)  AS DWORD
FUNCTION COMMPDA_READ_THREAD( pVarg AS LPVOID)  AS DWORD

They Call these functions:
Sub HandleGPSData(GPSData AS string)
Sub HandleH2OData(H2OData AS string)
Sub HandlePDAData(PDAData AS string)
respectively. These functions are where you would put your code.


As the BCX2unicode translates all char to wchar, so you will need to change 4 back to char in the COMMXXX_READ_THREAD 's 
from this: 		wcscpy(rcvbuf,(wchar_t*)AnsiToWide(rcvbuf));
to this :			wcscpy(rcvbuf,AnsiToWide((char*)rcvbuf));
then add your own code to do whatever you want in HandleXXXData.
	
Change the function AnsiToWide line to:
LPOLESTR AnsiToWide (char *AnsiStr, UINT CodePage,DWORD dwFlags)
remember to change the declarations as well. 


The functions use a structure with the basic information belonging to each com port. 
 
I decided that as I was going to be using this for GPS and Fish Finder inputs and possibly a PDA, I would use:

Type CommPort
     Baud AS Integer
     Port AS Integer
     Parity AS Integer
     StopBits AS Integer
     DataBits AS Integer
     hComm AS HANDLE
     hCOMMThread AS HANDLE
     bOpen AS BOOL
     nType AS INTEGER
End Type

GLOBAL commGPS AS CommPort
GLOBAL commH2O AS CommPort
GLOBAL commPDA AS CommPort


I guess you could expand this to include the entire DCB structure (p.s. I did not find any differences in this between WinCE and regular Windows).

Functions:
FUNCTION OPEN_PORT(ByRef PortData AS CommPort) AS BOOL
FUNCTION CommSetUp(ByRef PortData AS CommPort) AS BOOL
FUNCTION CLOSE_PORT(ByRef PortData AS CommPort) AS BOOL
FUNCTION COMMGPS_READ_THREAD( pVarg AS LPVOID)  AS DWORD
FUNCTION COMMH2O_READ_THREAD( pVarg AS LPVOID)  AS DWORD
FUNCTION COMMPDA_READ_THREAD( pVarg AS LPVOID)  AS DWORD

FUNCTION OPEN_PORT(ByRef PortData AS CommPort) AS BOOL
Used the first time the port is opened, Calls CreateFile and CreateThread functions.
Before calling this function setup the Baud Rate, port you wish to use, and the nType of data. I used nType to direct the CreateThread to the function to handle the data, I guess I could have used a code pointer but I'm not that good and I was just trying to get a working module.

As I don't intend to close the port after my program has started I haven't paid much attention yet to closing and reopening the port.


FUNCTION CommSetUp(ByRef PortData AS CommPort) AS BOOL
This sets up the port settings and the DCB structure. Called by Open_Port, but can also be called to change parameters.
This was originally part of OPEN_PORT but I decided to break it out as it seemed to me that you may want to change Baud rate or other parts of the port settings without having to close and reopen the port.

FUNCTION CLOSE_PORT(ByRef PortData AS CommPort) AS BOOL
Closes the Comm Port referenced in PortData

Found this on PocketProjects.com to open USB Port:
m_hPort = CreateFile ("\\\\.\\WCEUSBSH001", GENERIC_READ | GENERIC_WRITE,0,NULL,OPEN_EXISTING,0, NULL);
I guess Com9 is the USB on PPC
Thanks to Filipe Madureira


Regards
Ian


